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[1] The near-Earth heliospheric magnetic field intensity,
|B|, exhibits a strong solar cycle variation, but returns to the
same ‘‘floor’’ value each solar minimum. The current
minimum, however, has seen |B| drop below previous
minima, bringing in to question the existence of a floor, or
at the very least requiring a re-assessment of its value. In this
study we assume heliospheric flux consists of a constant
open flux component and a time-varying contribution from
CMEs. In this scenario, the true floor is |B| with zero CME
contribution. Using observed CME rates over the solar cycle,
we estimate the ‘‘no-CME’’ |B| floor at 4.0 ± 0.3 nT, lower
than previous floor estimates and below |B| observed this solar
minimum. We speculate that the drop in |B| observed this
minimummay be due to a persistently lowerCME rate than the
previous minimum, though there are large uncertainties in the
supporting observational data. Citation: Owens, M. J., N. U.
Crooker, N. A. Schwadron, T. S. Horbury, S. Yashiro, H. Xie,
O. C. St. Cyr, and N. Gopalswamy (2008), Conservation
of open solar magnetic flux and the floor in the heliospheric
magnetic field, Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L20108, doi:10.1029/
2008GL035813.
1. Introduction
[2] In situ observations of the heliospheric magnetic field
intensity, |B|, over the last 40 years show a strong solar
cycle variation, with |B| varying in phase with sunspot
number [e.g., Richardson et al., 2002]. While the peak |B|
varies considerably from cycle to cycle, each solar mini-
mum has seen a return to a field intensity low of 5 nT
[e.g., Richardson et al., 2002]. Svalgaard and Cliver [2005]
recently developed an index based on geomagnetic activity
which correlates strongly with |B|, and subsequently used it
to infer |B| over the last 130 years [Svalgaard and Cliver,
2007]. They reported the 5 nT solar minimum |B| low has
persisted during this time, and used a correlation between
|B| and sunspot number to infer a ‘‘floor’’ in |B| at 1 AU of
4.6 nT, posited to occur for zero sunspot number. Observa-
tions of |B| for the current solar minimum, however, have
dropped below 4.6 nT, bringing in to question the existence
of a |B| floor, or at the very least requiring a re-assessment
of its value. Using cosmic ray data, it has been suggested
that a |B| floor can exist over multiple solar cycles but then
suddenly change in value every 50 – 100 years
[McCracken, 2007], which is one possible explanation for
the recent observations.
[3] A |B| floor implies the existence of a time-invariant
component of the open solar flux. A number of authors
[McComas et al., 1992; Webb and Howard, 1994; Owens
and Crooker, 2006, 2007] have suggested heliospheric
magnetic flux consists of a constant open flux component,
with a time-varying contribution from the closed flux
carried by coronal mass ejections (CMEs), which provides
the solar cycle variation in |B|. The return to the same value
of |B| each solar minimum means flux added by CMEs must
be balanced over the solar cycle, either by opening the
closed flux via reconnection with open flux [interchange
reconnection; Crooker et al., 2002], or by disconnecting an
equivalent amount of open flux [McComas et al., 1992].
Using the observed CME rates and an estimate of the typical
CME magnetic flux content, Owens and Crooker [2006]
estimated that the observed solar cycle variability in |B| can
be matched if CMEs contribute flux to the heliosphere for
30–50 days.
[4] Constancy of open flux also features in a number of
models of coronal and heliospheric solar cycle polarity
reversal. Fisk et al. [1999] suggest that continual reconnec-
tion between open and closed flux at coronal hole bound-
aries allows the polarity reversal to proceed as a rotation of
the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), conserving open flux
throughout. Fisk and Schwadron [2001] propose that HCS
rotation is driven by a diffusive process involving inter-
change reconnection. Owens et al. [2007] suggest the
interchange reconnection occurs in the legs of CMEs,
conserving but transporting open flux in the manner re-
quired for the polarity reversal.
[5] If, however, open flux disconnection does occur, and
is at a pace independent of the flux added by CMEs, open
flux need not be conserved, and a |B| floor is not required.
Coronal inflows, which may be signatures of disconnection
[Wang et al., 1999] (though they could equally be signatures
of interchange reconnection with the loop apex beyond the
field of view [e.g., Crooker et al., 2002]), exhibit a
preference for solar longitudes where the HCS is orientated
perpendicular to the solar equator [Sheeley and Wang,
2001]. Thus the reduction in |B| during the current solar
minimum could be the result of the HCS being more warped
than the previous minimum, and hence disconnecting a
greater amount of open flux.
[6] In this study we estimate a new value for the |B| floor
based on the assumption that the heliospheric magnetic field
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consists of a constant open flux component and a time-
varying contribution from CMEs.
2. CME Rate Over the Solar Cycle
[7] Estimating the heliospheric flux contribution from
CMEs requires a consistent set of CME-frequency (f)
observations over the last solar cycle, in particular during
the current and the previous solar minima. By ‘‘consistent’’,
we mean that the same criteria are used to identify CMEs
throughout the observations. The classification of CMEs in
coronagraph data, however, is an inherently subjective
process and will depend on the characteristics of the
coronagraph used. Recently, there have been attempts to
automate CME detection through the use of image process-
ing techniques and algorithms [e.g., Olmedo et al., 2008;
Robbrecht and Berghmans, 2004]. While such methods are
certainly more objective, it is currently unclear how well
they separate CMEs from other coronal phenomenon
[Yashiro et al., 2008]. Thus an experienced human observer
remains the best judge of what does and does not constitute
a CME, and CME-rate data used in this study are restricted
to human identification.
[8] The LASCO CME catalog [Yashiro et al., 2004;
Gopalswamy et al., 2008], provides a regularly-updated list
of CMEs identified in the LASCO data by human observers.
Over the years, changes in observers will necessarily have
led to different working definitions of a CME. In particular,
since 2004 an increased interest in smaller-scale coronal
transients has led to the inclusion of smaller events. Fur-
thermore, CME rates derived from the CME catalog event
list do not take instrumental duty cycle into account. Thus
while the CME catalog provides an excellent resource for
CME-based research, it is not immediately clear that is
suited to the calculation of consistent CME rates over the
solar cycle.
[9] St. Cyr et al. [2000] also compiled a catalog of
LASCO CMEs during the previous solar minimum (12/
1995 to 8/1998), with rates corrected for duty cycle. Duty
cycle-corrected CME rates have also been calculated by the
same observer (St. Cyr and, subsequently, Xie) during the
current solar minimum (12/2006 to 6/2008) using the COR1
instrument on the STEREO spacecraft (see http://cor1.gsfc.-
nasa.gov/catalog/). Of course, no two coronagraphs will
have the same optical performance characteristics, and this
must be factored into the detectability of CMEs between
instruments [e.g., Webb and Howard, 1994]. Where possi-
ble, St. Cyr and Xie performed an examination of the
LASCO data for the COR1 CME detections, thus reducing
the possibility of uneven counting techniques. In doing so,
they have produced a consistent set of CME rates over the
current and previous solar minima.
[10] A semi-consistent set of CME rates over the whole
solar cycle can then be produced by supplementing the
two sets of St. Cyr solar minimum rates with LASCO
catalog-derived rates. This combination minimizes duty
cycle effects, which, over the long time averages used in
this study (at least a Carrington rotation), are of concern
primarily at the start of the mission, covered by the corrected
St. Cyr rates, and during the prolonged SOHO-outage from
Jun 1998 to Feb 1999, which is removed. Furthermore, the
effect of changing observers can be largely mitigated by
excluding events with angular widths less than 30. Table 1
summarizes the CME observations used in this study and
Figure 1 (left) shows the resulting CME rate as a function of
time. Blue, red and black crosses show data from St. Cyr’s
LASCO observations, the processed LASCO CME catalog
and St. Cyr and Xie’s STEREO observations, respectively.
The black dashed line shows the LASCO CME catalog-
derived rate, for CMEs with angular widths >30. There is
good agreement with the St. Cyr CME rates during both
periods of overlap, suggesting a high level of consistency
between all three sets of CME rates. Finally, note that while
the lowest CME rates during the current (red) and the
previous (blue) solar minimum are about the same (0.4
day1), the CME rate during the present solar minimum is
less variable and persistently lower. The error bars resulting
from duty cycle, however, not shown for clarity, are partic-
ularly large during early 1996 (see Section 3).
3. Estimating the Heliospheric Magnetic Field
Floor
[11] If the heliospheric field consists of a constant open
flux and a time-varying CME contribution, there should be
a strong relationship between CME frequency (f) and the
magnetic field intensity in near-Earth space (|B|). Figure 1
(middle) shows Carrington rotation (CR) averages of |B| as
a function of f. National Space Science Center (OMNI) data
are used for the |B| observations. Error bars are the standard
errors on the mean for the 1-hour |B| used to construct the CR
averages (most-probable CME rates are used, uncertainties
from coronagraph duty cycle have not been included: See
Section 4). Despite the considerable scatter, there is a clear
trend between |B| and f, with a nearly linear relationship for f
 3 day1, after which the increase in |B| with f flattens off.
In order to estimate the field intensity for no CMEs at the y-
axis intercept, we fit a hyperbolic tangent function to the
data, shown as the solid black curve. Dashed black curves
show the 95% confidence interval. The fit matches the data
well, with no systematic trends in the fit residuals. We find a
no-CME value for |B| of 3.7 ± 0.7 nT. Figure 1 (right) shows
the same data binned by CME frequency (0.25 day1 bins
are used, as this gives both sufficient sampling in CME rate
and maintains a significant number of data points in each
bin). Error bars are the standard errors on the mean of the CR
averages. Here the trend becomes even more apparent,
resulting in a floor of 4.0 ± 0.3 nT.
[12] From Figure 1 (middle) it is also apparent that for
equivalent CME rates, |B| for the current solar minimum
Table 1. The CME Rate Observations Used in This Study
Start Date End Date Source
20 Dec 1995 5 Jul 1998 Duty-cycle corrected CME rates from O. C.
St. Cyr analysis of LASCO data
[see St. Cyr et al., 2000].
6 Jul 1998 11 Dec 2006 CME rates calculated from the LASCO
CME catalog. Only events with radial
widths >30 included. The data gap from
Jun 1998 to Feb 1999 was excluded
[see Yashiro et al., 2004; Gopalswamy
et al., 2008]
12 Dec 2007 5 Jul 2008 Duty-cycle corrected CME rates from
O. C. St. Cyr and H. Xie analysis
of STEREO COR1 data. See
http://cor1.gsfc.nasa.gov/catalog/
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(red) is slightly lower than the previous cycle (blue). The
large-scale trend between |B| and f, however, seems preva-
lent throughout the solar cycle.
4. Drop in |B| During the Current Minimum
[13] The Figure 2a shows 1- (6-) CR averages of |B| as a
thin (thick) solid black line. The estimated no-CME |B| floor
of 4.0 ± 0.3 nT is shown as the set of horizontal black lines.
The present solar minimum (the red rectangle) has so far
reached a 1- (6-) CR average |B| low of 4.1 (4.4) nT, while
the previous minimum (the blue rectangle), reached a low of
|B| = 4.6 (4.9) nT. Thus the observed value of D|B|MIN, the
change in the lowest field intensity between the current and
previous solar cycle, is 0.5 nT.
[14] Figures 2c and 2d show the CME rates for the
previous and current solar minima, with the most-probable
values shown as open circles. Error bars are the result of
Figure 2. (a) The magnetic field intensity in near-Earth space since 1963. Thin (thick) lines show 1- (6-) CR averages.
The horizontal black lines show the estimated |B| floor. (b) Maximum number of consecutive CRs for which the CME
rate is below a certain threshold. Error bars are the result of coronagraph duty cycle. CME rates for the (c) previous and
(d) current solar minima, with the most-probable values shown as open circles.
Figure 1. (left) Carrington rotation averages of CME frequency over the solar cycle. Blue, red and black crosses show
data from St. Cyr’s LASCO observations, the LASCO CME catalog and St. Cyr and Xie’s STEREO observations,
respectively. The black dashed line shows the LASCO CME catalog-derived CME rate, for CMEs with angular widths
>30. There is good agreement with the St. Cyr CME rates during both periods of overlap, suggesting a high level of
consistency in the CME rates. (middle) Carrington rotation averaged CME frequencies as a function of 1-AU magnetic field
intensities. (right) Same data as Figure 1 (middle) binned by CME frequency. Solid (dashed) black curves show the best
hyperbolic tangent fits (95% confidence interval).
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coronagraph duty cycle. The lowest 6- (12-) CR average
CME rate is 0.51 ± 0.07 (0.56 ± 0.05) day1 for the
previous minimum, compared to 0.45 ± 0.05 (0.50 ±
0.04) day1 for the current cycle. This drop in CME rates
is not statistically significant. Figure 2b shows the maxi-
mum number of consecutive CRs for which the CME rate is
below a certain threshold, with blue (red) lines indicating
the previous (current) minimum. Error bars are again the
result of coronagraph duty cycle. While the most-probable
values, shown as open circles, suggest CME rates during the
current minimum are persistently lower than the previous
minimum, the large error bars mean this interpretation is
speculative, at best. Furthermore, we cannot discount the
possibility that the lowest CME activity from the previous
solar minimum occurred before the first LASCO observa-
tions and is, therefore, not included in our data.
[15] Despite the uncertainties in the observed CME rates,
we proceed using the most-probable values. To assess
whether the observed drop in |B| can be explained in terms
of CME rate, we use the model of Owens and Crooker
[2006], in which a CME contributes fWb of flux to the
heliosphere:
f ¼ 1 Dð Þf0 exp lt½  ð1Þ
where D is the fraction of the CME flux which opens at
launch (observed to be 0.5 [e.g., Owens and Crooker,
2006]), f0 is the magnetic flux content of a typical CME, l
controls the time-scale (t) over which the CME contributes
flux to the heliosphere, and t is the time since CME
eruption. The total CME contribution to the heliospheric
field is then found by summing over all CMEs. Using CME
rates from the LASCO CME catalogue and a value for f0 of
3 	 1012Wb (the median force-free magnetic cloud estimate
Lynch et al. [2005]), Owens and Crooker [2006] found the
solar minimum-to-maximum variation in |B| was well
matched by t  30–50 days. This time scale is in
agreement with the available suprathermal electron obser-
vations [Owens and Crooker, 2007].
[16] We have applied the Owens and Crooker [2006]
model to the observed CME rates during the current and
previous solar minimum to estimate D|B|MIN for a range of
values of f0 and t. We find that D|B|MIN 0.5 nT requires
higher values of f0 and/or t than used by Owens and
Crooker [2006]: For t  30–50, the observed solar
minimum CME rates require f0  1–2 	 1013 to reproduce
the observed D|B|MIN. The value of f0 = 3 	 1012Wb used
by Owens and Crooker [2006] was based on force-free
magnetic cloud fits, which have recently been shown to
underestimate f0 by 	5 [Owens, 2008], making f0  1–
2 	 1013Wb well within the observational constraints. Thus
the lower |B| observed during the current minimum can
potentially be explained in terms of the change in CME
rates, for reasonable estimates of the free parameters. The
long timescales for heliospheric flux balance mean the
‘‘time history’’ of the CME rate, not just the lowest value,
determines the |B|.
5. Discussion
[17] We have used consistent CME rates from the current
and previous solar minima, supplemented by solar maxi-
mum observations from the LASCO CME catalog, to
construct a semi-consistent set of CME rates over the whole
solar cycle. Carrington rotation averages of CME rate and
magnetic field intensity in near-Earth space, |B|, show a
strong correlation, with regression revealing a ‘‘no-CME’’
|B| floor of 4.0 ± 0.3 nT. This is lower than the ‘‘no-
sunspot’’ floor of 4.6 nT estimated using a correlation
between sunspot number and geomagnetic indices
[Svalgaard and Cliver, 2007]. Although sunspot number
and CME frequency are generally well correlated [e.g.,
Webb and Howard, 1994], we suggest the small difference
in floor values is due to not all CMEs originating at sunspot
regions [Gopalswamy et al., 2003]. Owens and Crooker
[2006, 2007] estimated the non-CME component of the
heliospheric field by comparing the change in |B| between
solar minimum and maximum with the corresponding
change in CME frequency. They reported a value 4.5 nT,
but their estimate of the magnetic flux content of a typical
CME is likely to have been an underestimate, as discussed
in Section 4. A higher CME magnetic flux content would
yield a lower |B| floor, more in line with the findings in this
study. Most importantly, our new ‘‘no-CME’’ estimate of
the |B| floor is in agreement with observations from the
current solar minimum. While this certainly does not prove
the existence of a |B| floor, we argue that the observations
during the current solar minimum do not disprove the idea
that there is a constant heliospheric flux component.
[18] On the basis of quantitative modeling results, we
propose that the lower |B| observed during the current solar
minimum may be the result of a persistently lower CME
rate than the previous minimum. We note, however, that
large uncertainties in the supporting observational data,
resulting from both duty-cycle effects and longer-term
data-coverage issues, make this conclusion speculative at
best. With the observational caveats in mind, we modeled
the most-probable CME rates. While a more complete
exploration of the model parameter space is required, for
timescales of CME flux contribution (t) similar to those
previously proposed [Owens and Crooker, 2006, 2007], the
difference in |B| between the current and previous minima
requires a higher value for the typical CME magnetic flux
(f0). This higher value of f0 is in good agreement with
recent findings [Owens, 2008], as well as the lower floor
suggested by this study. If f0 and t are constant over the
solar cycle, however, the extra CME magnetic flux would
result in an overestimate in |B| at solar maximum. Thus a
constant |B| floor requires the heliospheric flux contribution
from a typical CME to be less at solar maximum than at
solar minimum, in agreement with the observed flattening
of |B| with f for f 
 3day1 in Figure 1. This can be
achieved by either f0 and/or t varying over the solar cycle.
A drop in f0 could be associated with a solar maximum
increase in the fraction of smaller CMEs or the observed
solar maximum decrease in the fraction of magnetic cloud
CMEs [e.g., Riley et al., 2006], while a decrease in t could
result from the increased complexity in the solar maximum
coronal magnetic field allowing CME flux to reconnect
faster than at solar minimum. Clearly, this subject merits
further study.
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